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INTRODUCING XXIO PRIME


indulge in a level of luxury performance that only 
comes from the world leader in ultra-lightweight 
golf equipment. designed singularly for your 
moderate swing speed, all-new xxio prime delivers 
a distance and accuracy experience far beyond the 
capabilities of ordinary golf clubs.


prime is easy distance and easy accuracy for your 
moderate swing speed. we’ve achieved this performance 
with specialized technologies that cater solely to 
your swing characteristics along with astounding 
craftsmanship and attention to detail.
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strike the ball square on the face without 
changing your swing.
we completely redesigned the driver’s hosel structure 
and reduced stiffness at the tip of the driver shaft. this 
makes it easier to shut the face at impact and strike the 
ball square for longer, straighter drives.


STANDARD DRIVER
the face does not close at impact, causing 
you to lose distance and slice the ball.


how prime 
helps you hit 


straighter 
drives


a higher toe, more upright lie angle, and 
repositioned hosel make it easier TO SHUT THE FACE 
AT IMPACT, reducing errant tee shots and helping 
you hit straighter drives with less slice.


HOSEL LOCATION
We moved the hosel 
2mm closer to the 
center of face.


UPRIGHT LIE ANGLE
We increased the lie 
angle by +2˚


Lower HeelHigher Toe


DRIVER


new shaping and a repositioned center of gravity provide a 
straighter ball flight.
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XXIO Prime SP-1000 Driver Shaft


XXIO PRIME DRIVER
by helping you close the face at impact,  
xxio prime hits longer, straighter drives.


a softer tip actively assists you in closing the face at impact.
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*Test conducted by SRI
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Soft tip section.


 new xxio prime
 previous model


a softer tip section helps you hit straighter drives.
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xxio prime


previous
model


new xxio prime
0.7mm thick 


previous model
1.0mm thick


Our Wing Body design 
produces a thinner 
and lighter crown.


A thinner and lighter
Titanium Cup Face 
boosts ball speed.


A shortened Hosel 
weighs approximately 


20% less than the 
previous model’s.


W#1 Driver head speed equivalent 
to 35m/s (previous model)


*Test conducted by SRI


increase your speed and hit longer drives 
without consciously changing your swing.
new xxio prime drivers are longer but also lighter, 
making them faster while still extremely easy to swing.


thinner, stronger titanium makes a lighter, faster driver.
-2g compared to the previous model


the new xxio prime driver adds speed without requiring 
conscious swing changes.


DRIVER
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new 
xxio prime


comparison to 
previous model


competitor
Average


previous
model


Club weight (g) 250 -2 252 311


Length (in) 46.5 +0.5 46 45.7


Swing Balance D3 – D3 D3


Head Weight (g) 185 -2 187 201


Shaft Weight (g) 36 – 36 58


new xxio prime
46.5 inches, 36 grams 


previous model
46.0 inches, 36 grams


Competitor Average is the Average of the top 3 market share drivers in 2018


get more length with zero additional weight. 
we’ve maintained a shaft weight of 36 grams even after 
adding 0.5 inches of length for a faster driver that’s 
still easy to swing.


the walls of our new shaft are 2% 
thinner than the previous model’s.
high-strength, high-elasticity carbon 
called torayca® t1100g, plus resin with 
nanoalloy® technology, together 
produce a shaft that’s both thinner 
and stronger.


*R shaft
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expanded cor across the face increases ball 
speed for enhanced distance.
a new forged cup face made from super-tix® plus titanium 
is lighter, thinner, and stronger for maximum cor 
across the entire face.


expanded cor across the face
new xxio prime features a 103% 
larger sweet spot compared to 
the previous model.


 new xxio prime
 previous model


Super-TIX® PLUS 
for XXIO Rolled 


Cup Face


Low Density 8-2 
Titanium Body


Large Weight


Sole Channel


the all-new super-tix® 
plus titanium cup face.
a thinner face flexes more 
at impact, resulting in more 
speed and distance.


DRIVER


a large weight port deepens and 
lowers the center of gravity.
a 6.5 grams weight low and deep optimizes  
cg for a high launch.


more ball speed with more face flex.
increased cor from the bottom of the face 
to the toe and heel areas adds ball speed 
on off-center hits.







new xxio prime previous model


competitor
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xxio prime’s sole design 
and sound ribs are 
audio-engineered for a 
more satisfying impact 
sound and feel.


xxio prime goes farther without 
slicing into the right trees.


184.2 yds +2.9 yds +3.5 yds


Player test distance comparison for Driver: 
Driver head speed equivalent to 35m/s


*Test conducted by SRI


new 
xxio prime


Compared to 
previous model


Compared to 
competitor


reduce or eliminate your slice without 
changing your swing.
new xxio prime doesn’t just straighten your shot shape, 
it actually encourages a draw-biased trajectory. but it’s 
automatic, so you don’t need to change your swing to 
experience the benefits.
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Neck Inset


A shorter and lighter hosel 
is 3mm shorter than the 


previous model’s


A 27g weight is the heaviest 
ever for a Prime Fairway Wood.


A shallower back is 
3mm lower than the 
previous model’s


launch fairway shots higher  
and with more distance.
a low center of gravity and super-tix® plus forged titanium 
cup face help you hit it higher with more ball speed.


low cg construction gives you a higher launch.


FAIRWAY WOODS


a repositioned hosel helps you strike it square.
with a shaft axis 2mm closer to the face center, prime 
fairway woods help you hit longer, straighter shots.


 new xxio prime
 previous model
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new 
xxio prime


previous
model


Thinner around the edges, the new Cup 
Face boosts COR across the face for more 
distance on off-center hits.


increase your speed without 
consciously changing your swing.


enjoy more speed and distance with a forged cup face.
the super-tix® plus forged titanium cup face dramatically increases ball 
speed on shots struck across the entire face.


compared to previous model:
• 0.25 inches longer shaft
• 1 gram lighter club weight
• #3: r shaft


W#3 R Flex, head speed equivalent 
to 35m/s (previous model)


*Test conducted by SRI
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The crown of each hybrid has 
been lowered by 1.4mm.


higher 
toe side


lower  
heel side


Enlarged 
heel area.


 new xxio prime
 previous model


reach more greens with enhanced distance.
with expanded cor across the face, a lower center of 
gravity, and a straighter ball flight, new prime hybrids 
greatly enhance your distance, helping you reach more 
greens in less shots. 


HYBRID


launch high, controlled shots that reach the green in one.
a center of gravity placed low and deep makes it easy to launch the ball 
high and straight.


strike it square.
a higher toe side, lower heel side, and larger heel area moves the center 
of gravity closer to the hosel, making it easier to hit straight shots.
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new 
xxio prime


previous
model


Thinner around the edges, the new 
Cup Face boosts COR across the face 
for more distance on off-center hits.


enhanced swing speed.
increase your speed and hit longer shots without consciously changing 
your swing.


maximum cor across the face.
a forged maraging steel cup face improves ball speed for incredible 
distance performance.


compared to previous model:
• 0.25 inches longer and 6 grams 


lighter than the previous model.
• h5 r shaft


H5: Head speed equivalent to 35m/s 
with hybrid (previous model)


*Test conducted by SRI
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SUS630 
Cast body 


High density tungsten-nickel weight
(#7: density 12.0g/cc  22.5g)


Moved high 
point closer 
to center. Lowered heel 


height.


Installed tungsten-
nickel weight
(#7: density 9.5g/cc  32g)


Reduced blade 
height by 3mm. 


get more distance and stopping power with 
a higher launch.
a forged super-tix® plus titanium face and cnc milled 
speed groove greatly increase ball speeds for more 
distance and a higher launch. 


easily attain a higher launch on every iron shot.
high density tungsten weights and a shorter overall blade profile lower 
the center of gravity, making it easy to hit high-launching shots.


strike it square
a repositioned toe and more upright lie angle make it easier to square 
the face at impact.


IRONS
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The new Speed 
Groove is CNC 
Milled into the 


back of the 
titanium face 


plate, increasing 
ball speed and 


distance across 
the face.


increase your speed.
hit longer iron shots without consciously changing your swing.


increase face flex for more cor across the face


compared to previous model:
• 0.25 inches longer shaft
• 4 gram lighter club weight


I#7: Head speed equivalent to 35m/s 
with iron (previous model)


*Test conducted by SRI
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previous
model
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Player test distance comparison on driver: 
Driver head speed equivalent to 35m/s


*Test conducted by SRI


*Distance: 1 scale = 1 yard


3 wood


175.4 yds +2.9 yds +3.5 yds


new  
xxio prime


Compared to  
previous model


Compared to  
competitor


-15 510 105 150


OFFLINE DISPERSION
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 new xxio prime
 previous model
 competitor a


reduce or eliminate your slice without 
changing your swing.
new xxio prime fairway woods, hybrids and irons 
don’t just straighten your shot shape, they actually 
encourage a draw-biased trajectory. but it’s automatic, 
so you don’t need to change your swing to experience 
the benefits.
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-15 510 105 150


-15 510 105 150


OFFLINE DISPERSION


OFFLINE DISPERSION
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hybrid #5


146.2 yds +6.8 yds +2.6 yds


new  
xxio prime


Compared to  
previous model


Compared to  
competitor


iron #7


131.7 yds +3.6 yds +3.2 yds


new  
xxio prime


Compared to  
previous model


Compared to  
competitor
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KEY INNOVATIONS:


super-tix plus forged titanium cup face
Forged from Super-TIX® PLUS Titanium—a lightweight yet high-
strength alloy—the new Cup Face greatly increases distance 
performance thanks to a hotter sweet spot that’s 103% 
larger than the previous model’s.


unprecedented lightweight construction
The SP-1000 Shaft, with TORAYCA® T1100G carbon 
fiber and NANOALLOY resin, weighs a mere 36g. That, 
along with weight savings in the grip and club head, 
produces a driver that’s remarkably fast and remarkably 
easy to swing.


groundbreaking forgiveness features
With an expanded toe and narrowed heel, a 6.5g weight that’s low 
and deep, a lighter hosel repositioned closer to the center of the 
face, and finally, reduced stiffness at the tip of the shaft, this is our 
most forgiving Prime Driver. Ever.


experience the unprecedented speed and lightweight feel of the new xxio 
prime driver. designed to help you achieve a straight ball flight with 
enhanced distance, the xxio prime driver is an indulgence in luxury 
performance crafted exclusively for your moderate swing speed.


DRIVER |


shaft: xxio prime sp-1000 graphite driver shaft


grip: xxio prime driver grip


LOFT


10.5˚ 60˚ 185g 460cc 46.5in D3 250g • •


11.5˚ 60˚ 185g 460cc 46.5in D3 250g  • •


SPECIFICATIONS
LIE 


ANGLE
HEAD 


WEIGHT
HEAD 


VOLUME LENGTH
SWING 


WEIGHT
CLUB 


WEIGHT* SR R R2


*Club weights shown are for R flex only
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KEY INNOVATIONS:


super-tix plus forged titanium cup face
Forged from Super-TIX® PLUS Titanium—a lightweight yet 
high-strength alloy—the new Cup Face greatly increases 
distance performance thanks to a hotter sweet spot 
that’s noticeably larger than the previous model’s.


unprecedented lightweight construction
The SP-1000 Shaft, with TORAYCA® T1100G carbon 
fiber and NANOALLOY resin, is strong yet extremely 
lightweight. That, along with weight savings in the grip 
and club head, produces woods that are remarkably fast 
and remarkably easy to swing.


groundbreaking forgiveness features
With an expanded toe and narrowed heel, a tungsten-nickel inner 
weight that’s low, a lighter hosel repositioned closer to the center of 
the face, and finally, reduced stiffness at the tip of the shaft, this is 
our most forgiving suite of Prime Woods. Ever.


experience the unprecedented speed and lightweight feel of new xxio 
prime fairway woods. designed to help you achieve a straight ball flight 
with enhanced distance, xxio prime woods are an indulgence in luxury 
performance crafted exclusively for your moderate swing speed.


FAIRWAY WOODS |


shaft: xxio prime sp-1000 graphite wood shaft


grip: xxio prime wood grip


LOFTMODEL


3 15˚ 59˚ 202g 188cc 43.25in D2 272g • • •


5 18˚ 60˚ 211g 175cc 42.25in D2 279g • • •


7 21̊  60.5˚ 216g 158cc 41.75in D2 283g  • •


9 24̊  61̊  221g 144cc 41.25in D2 287g  • •


SPECIFICATIONS
LIE 


ANGLE
HEAD 


WEIGHT
HEAD 


VOLUME LENGTH
SWING 


WEIGHT
CLUB 


WEIGHT* SR R R2


*Club weights shown are for R flex only
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KEY INNOVATIONS:


forged maraging steel cup face
Forged from Maraging Steel—a lightweight yet high-
strength alloy—the new Cup Face greatly increases distance 
performance thanks to a hotter sweet spot that’s noticeably 
larger than the previous model’s.


unprecedented lightweight construction
The SP-1000 Shaft, with TORAYCA® T1100G carbon fiber and 
NANOALLOY resin, is strong yet extremely lightweight. That, 
along with weight savings in the grip and club head, produces 
hybrids that are remarkably fast and remarkably easy to swing.


groundbreaking forgiveness features
With an expanded toe and narrowed heel, plus a crown step 
that moves weight low, this is our most forgiving suite of Prime 
Hybrids. Ever.


experience the unprecedented speed and lightweight feel of new xxio prime 
hybrids. designed to help you achieve a straight ball flight with enhanced 
distance, xxio prime hybrids are an indulgence in luxury performance 
crafted exclusively for your moderate swing speed.


HYBRIDS |


shaft: xxio prime sp-1000 graphite hybrid shaft


grip: xxio prime hybrid grip


LOFTMODEL


5 23˚ 60.5˚ 233g 109cc 39.75in D0 318g • • •


6 26˚ 61̊  238g 108cc 39.25in D0 322g  • •


7 29˚ 61.5˚ 244g 105cc 38.75in D0 327g  • •


8 32˚ 62˚ 250g 105cc 38.25in D0 332g  • •


SPECIFICATIONS
LIE 


ANGLE
HEAD 


WEIGHT
HEAD 


VOLUME LENGTH
SWING 


WEIGHT
CLUB 


WEIGHT* SR R R2


*Club weights shown are for R flex only
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KEY INNOVATIONS:


super-tix plus titanium face with speed groove
Made from Super-TIX® PLUS Titanium—a lightweight yet high-
strength alloy—the new iron faces also feature a CNC milled 
speed groove that greatly increases COR for a larger, hotter 
sweet spot that improves ball speed for enhanced distance.


unprecedented lightweight construction
The SP-1000 Shaft, with TORAYCA® T1100G carbon fiber and 
NANOALLOY resin, is strong yet extremely lightweight. That, 
along with weight savings in the grip and club head, produces 
irons that are remarkably fast and remarkably easy to swing.


groundbreaking forgiveness features
With two high-density tungsten nickel sole weights and an overall 
profile that’s 3mm shorter than the previous model, this is our most 
forgiving suite of Prime Irons. Ever.


experience the unprecedented speed and lightweight feel of new xxio 
prime irons. designed to help you achieve a straight ball flight with 
enhanced distance, xxio prime irons are an indulgence in luxury 
performance crafted exclusively for your moderate swing speed.


LOFTMODEL


5 22˚ 61.5˚ 1̊  1.5mm 38.25in C9 334g •


6 25˚ 62˚ 1̊  2mm 37.75in C9 340g •


7 28˚ 62.5˚ 1̊  2mm 37.25in C9 345g •


8 32˚ 63˚ 2˚ 2mm 36.75in C9 351g •


9 37˚ 63˚ 3˚ 2.5mm 36.25in C9 357g •


PW 42˚ 63.5˚ 4̊  3.5mm 35.75in C9 364g •


AW 48˚ 63.5˚ 5˚ 5mm 35.75in D0 366g •


SW 56˚ 63.5˚ 12˚ 5mm 35.75in D0 366g •


SPECIFICATIONS


shaft: xxio prime sp-1000 graphite iron shaft


grip: xxio prime iron grip


LIE 
ANGLE


BOUNCE
ANGLE 


FACE 
PROGRESSION LENGTH 


SWING 
WEIGHT


CLUB 
WEIGHT


IRONS |


R
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